
 
 
 
 

 110111-HW-01 

 
January 11, 2011 

 
Re: New Compact Wall Mount i3-400  
 
To all of our customers and partners; 
 
i³ is introducing a new compact wall mount chassis to better meet the advancements in technology. 
The i3-400 chassis comes with new hardware features that are cost effective to the end-consumers. 
The new i3-400 will be in full production as of January 2011 for SRX-Pro Lite, SRX-Pro 24024C, and 
IPP04C, IPP10C, IPP16C, and IPP24C. 
 

The i3-400 chassis new design is made for 
convenience. The chassis comes with a 
SATA hard drive box can hold up to three 
hard drives. This allows the technician to 
easily change the hard drives without 
needing any tools. Field technicians need 
to shut down the system, open up the front 
door lock and simply push one of the three 
hard drives release buttons from the SATA 
hard drive box to replace or add a new 
hard drive. The SATA hard drive box also 
comes with a fan that will help to cool 
down the SATA hard drives. The default 
OS hard drive is always at the top of the 

three hard drives. The OS drive can easily be replaced if needed by a certified field technician; use 
the provided backup DVD image for full restoration. Space is limited on the i3-400 chassis and thus a 
slim DVD/CD writer was selected for production. 
 
The best is to come when it comes to part replacement. The i3-400 chassis’ hardware comes with 
modules such as the SATA hard drive box for both iP-Pro and SRX-Pro, 16 independent video input 
and output board, one 75 Ω impendent dipswitch for the 16 loop out cameras, and 8 control output 
and input sensors only for SRX-Pro. A 300 Watt power supply that comes with the i3-400 chassis 
provides more than enough power requirement of less than 200 Watts. The i3-400 chassis’ provides 
two side air flow fans to cool the system. Furthermore, both the i3-400 and the rack mount chassis are 
utilizing the same Intel motherboard DH55HC.  
 
Please contact technical support at support@i3international.com or by phone: 1.877.877.7241 if you 
have any questions or issues. 
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